Recommended Books

(a humorous but sincere look at work, frustration, and passion)

Brother Lawrence. *The Practice of the Presence of God*.
(an old classic of everyday spirituality)

(a brief and inspiring discussion of vocation and calling)

(a fairly comprehensive but easy-to-read examination of work)

(a discussion of the spiritual struggles related to being at work)

(a larger, more expensive book but a great resource)

(not specifically about work but about everyday Christian living)

(a very helpful survey of the biblical texts about work)

---

Cultivating a Christian Perspective on Work

By Hannah and Joseph Dutko with Stephen Shaw
Thursday nights in June (9, 16, 23, 30) from 7:00-9:00 pm
Richmond Pentecostal Church
**Tentative Schedule**

**First Night: June 9**
Work Matters: Introduction *by Joseph and Hannah*

Activity: Introductions

A Brief Theology of Work and Calling *by Hannah*

Activity: Interviews

Working to Live *by Hannah and Joseph*

For June 16:
Bring in a symbol from work and prepare for your interview.

**Second Night: June 16**
Working to Give *by Joseph*

Activity: Symbols of Our Work

Ministry at Work *by Hannah*

Activity: Interviews

**Third Night: June 23**
Activity: Discuss Article

Working to Bring Life (Making Shalom) *by Stephen Shaw*

Activity: Interviews

Living in Tension: Ethical Dilemmas at Work *by Stephen Shaw*

Activity: Higher Call Exercise

**Fourth Night: June 30**
Christ-Like Submission at Work *by Joseph*

Activity: Small Group Discussion

Topic: Feeling Far from God at Work *by Hannah*

Activity: Case Study

Conclusion *by Joseph and Hannah*